PRESS RELEASE
Next Step Italy: Nash Technologies Founds Group Company in Italy
New project offices in Milan-Agrate and Rome
Rome, Italy, June 20th, 2019. Nash Technologies, a vendor-independent provider of software engineering
services and solutions, today announced the founding of its new group company in Italy, Nash Technologies
S.r.l. The principal office in Italy is Milan with subsidiaries in Milan-Agrate and Rome. We offer our full portfolio
and serving all our markets in Italy: semiconductors, telecommunications, automotive, transportation, and
other digital industries.
After intensive preparations we have founded our new Group company in Italy beginning of June. The new
company reports directly into the Group Holding. Primary objective of this expansion into Italy is to strengthen
and extend our ATE business together with our strategic partner Advantest. In addition, we will gradually
expand our service offerings in the Telco space.
Both new offices can easily be reached via taxi from the airports in Milan (Aeroporto di Milano Linate) and Rome
(Aeroporto internazionale Leonardo da Vinci). Several hotels and restaurants are in the immediate
neighborhood, respectively. Here are the addresses:
Nash Technologies S.r.l. - Project Office Agrate, Italy
Centro Direzionale Colleoni
Palazzo Cassiopea
Via Paracelso 26
20864 Agrate Brianza
Italy
Nash Technologies S.r.l. – Project Office Roma
Piazzale Filippo il Macedone 89
00124 Roma
Italy
The global demand of new chips is robust as never before. The driving forces of this trend are manifold: The
Internet of Things and data-driven technologies such as AI, just to name two of them. Enterprises in all kinds of
industries transform their business into digital and rely on premium external services in their geographic
proximity.
“Based on our data, we see a clear and growing demand on chip testing and ATE engineering in Italy. We are
now happy to offer our services in two major Italian metropolitan areas”, says Georg Pielage, CEO of the Nash
Technologies Group. “We also have a sharp vision with respect to our services and solutions in the
telecommunications industry, to support our clients in the transformation to All-IP in those cases where this
requires specialized skill and experience.”
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Over the last ten years, VoIP and UC have simplified office communications and allowed both flexible and costeffective solutions. At the same time, however, it has been difficult to replace the traditional telephony
infrastructure in many companies, in particular the manufacturing industries. Nash Technologies expects to grow
their business in this area by supporting our clients in this technological transformation, including end-of-life
maintenance.

About Nash Technologies
Nash Technologies offers R&D services in the areas of software engineering, ATE engineering, professional
services, and solutions. We specialize in the implementation of projects and the competent placement of
technical experts. As a strategic partner of Advantest, we develop application test software for Automatic Test
Equipment (ATE). We deliver our services and solutions to clients in the industries Semiconductors,
Telecommunications, Automotive and Railways, across Europe. Our company is based in Stuttgart, Germany,
with offices in Nuremberg, Böblingen, Munich and Cologne, plus two offices in Italy, Milano-Agrate and Rome.
Contact
Bernd Stahl
Nash Technologies Stuttgart GmbH
Marketing Manager
Tel.: +49 711 33501-7573
Email: bernd.stahl@nashtech.com
www.nashtech.com
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